A five-and-a-half-year-old Holstein-Friesian crossbred cow was repeatedly treated for termination of overgestation, but without any success. On laparotomy, the site indicating fetal-like ballottement on transrectal palpation was occupied by three to four separate caseous and lobulated masses with adhered uterine horns in the omentum. Separation of the utero-omental adhesions retrieved normal-sized uterine horns into pelvic cavity. The right ovary was cystic. Ultrasonography detected another growth in the ventral abdominal musculature. Histopathologically, the omental growths suggested a pleomorphic type of liposarcoma. Presence of omental and muscular liposarcoma along with deep uterine-omental adhesions and a cystic ovary makes this paper a unique addition to the literature.

Benign lipomas of adipose tissue in cattle are not uncommon. They are usually found single and may be present at a variety of sites [1, 2]. In contrast, malignant and metastatic liposarcomas are a rare occurrence in animals [3] and have been documented in two separate reports in cattle [4, 5]. The latter has also been reported in the companion [6, 7] and wild [8] animals including reptiles [9], rat [10], and chameleon [11]. The present paper adds to the literature the presence of a multicentric and metastatic liposarcoma in omentum and ventral abdominal musculature along with an associated uterine-mesenteric adhesions and cystic ovary in a cow.

A five-and-a-half-year-old Holstein-Friesian crossbred cow was referred to the State Clinical and Referral Hospital of Veterinary College, Palampur, India, with a history of failure of termination of overgestation (9.75 months) using hormones. The induction protocol comprised of a combination of 500 mcg cloprostenol (Clostenol; Sarabhai Zydus, India) intramuscularly and 40 mg dexamethasone sodium phosphate (Decamycin; Ranbaxy Laboratories Limited, India) intravenously, repeated once at an interval of five days. The cow was presented in the Clinics one week after the second hormonal treatment.

On general examination, the cow was alert, active and normal in feeding, defecation, and urination. There were no external indications of impending parturition. On transrectal palpation, the external os was palpable deep in the abdomen, whereas the uterine horns could not be appreciated. A distinct fetal bump kind of ballottement was felt deep ahead of the cervix in the abdomen.

Speculating a therapeutic failure to induce parturition and relying on the clinical observations, a hormonal treatment comprising of 25 mg dinoprost tromethamine (Lutalyse; Pfizer Animal Health, India) and 40 mg dexamethasone sodium phosphate (Curadex; Concept Pharma, India) was
Steatonecrosis was also present (Figure 3). Based on the mesothelial lining, cells exhibited large, round to oval nuclei of variable sizes, interstitial stroma, and encompassing remnants of lipocytes containing intracytoplasmic lipid vacuoles of various charged after three days. Histologically, the mass was composed of neoplastic lipocytes containing intracytoplasmic lipid vacuoles of variable sizes, interstitial stroma, and encompassing remnants of mesothelial lining. Cells exhibited large, round to oval nuclei with coarsely clumped chromatin pattern and anisokaryosis. Steatonecrosis was also present (Figure 3). Based on the histological pattern and cell morphology, the findings in the present case were typical for a liposarcoma.

Estrus was observed 35 days after surgery; the cow was diagnosed and treated for endometritis using antibiotics at farmer’s location. Subsequently, the cow was inseminated on two occasions and as per the latest information the cow was nonpregnant four months after the last insemination.

The histopathological features of the tumorous tissue in the present case suggested it to be a pleomorphic type of liposarcoma; the other types reported include well-differentiated and myxoid type of liposarcomas [13]. Presence of lipoblast-like cells in the tumour mass is the most definitive for diagnosis of liposarcoma [14] and helps to differentiate it from almost similar malignant fibrous histiocytoma [15].

Liposarcoma is one of the most common malignant mesenchymal tumour and accounts for 20 percent of all sarcomas in humans [16]. Unlike humans, liposarcomas are rare neoplasms in domestic animals [5]. Location of liposarcomas in the mesentery and ventral abdominal muscles in the present case is different from previous reports indicating liposarcomas mainly in the pelvic region, with some growths in the abdominal parietal surfaces, the pleura, the pluck, and the intercostal muscles and throughout the lymphatics of head and neck of a cow [4]. In another cow, liposarcomas were reported in the nasal cavity with local invasions into the oral cavity [5].

Transabdominal sonography confirmed a uniform mass with foci of varying echogenicity. These foci can be areas of haemorrhage and necrosis [17]. The presence of fine echogenic lines within the tumour is a useful sign for diagnosing a well-differentiated liposarcoma. Presence of numerous fine fibrous septa in the lipomatous tumour tissue is thought to be responsible for this interesting phenomenon [18]. In contrast, pleomorphic liposarcoma does not show this type of sign as evident in the present sonogram, which also corroborates to the histopathological findings.

Functional irritation of liposarcomas with the adjacent organs is the cause of adhesion [19] which justifies the uterine-mesenteric adhesions in the present case. However, the descend of the uterus in the abdominal cavity to an extent that it was undetectable by repeated transrectal palpation is inexplicable. On freeing of uterus from adhesions, no external/internal tumorous growths or any other contents...
Most described cases of liposarcomas in animals are considered spontaneous, but some reports have suggested possible inciting agents. Benign liposarcomas surrounding foreign bodies, such as liposarcoma around 1.5-year-old implanted microchip in a dog [21] and liposarcoma around 10-years-old glass fragment in another dog [22], are on record. However, virus-associated liposarcomas of benign type in a hamster [23] and malignant type in a kitten [24] have also been reported. No attempts to isolate a virus or foreign body in the present paper obscure the probable etiology.

In conclusion, the gross, histopathological, and ultrasonic findings in this case are consistent with a malignant liposarcoma, which misled into the presence of fetus-like mass in deep abdomen; failure to trace the uterine horns due to their adhesions with omentum and presence of cystic ovary were the other features of the affected cow.
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